
 

FRIANT WATER  
UPDATE 

October 16, 2019 
NOTE: Seven ALERT items, on pages 4-6. 

Data current as of October 14, 2019, unless otherwise noted. 

Meteorology, Climate, and Hydrology 

Recent Precipitation Events 

• No precipitation was observed in either the Sacramento or the San Joaquin basin last week.  

Water Year 2020 Precipitation (Oct 2019 – Sep 2020). Data are as of October 15. 

• Sacramento Valley: 9% of normal for this week (Link: HERE) 
• San Joaquin Valley: 0% of normal for this week  (Link: HERE) 
• Tulare Lake Region: 0% of normal for this week  (Link: HERE) 

Looking forward: 
• Temperatures are expected to fall into the mid-70s by Thursday. A fast-moving weather system is 

forecasted to bring light amounts of precipitation to the Sacramento basin Wednesday night and early 
Thursday. Light snow accumulations will be possible across the higher elevations of the Sacramento basin.  
Minimal amounts of precipitation is forecasted for the San Joaquin basin. See maps of the 6-day 
precipitation forecast (Link: HERE for Sacramento Basin and Eastside streams; HERE for San Joaquin 
Valley). 

• Both the 6 to 10-day and the 8 to 14-day outlooks are below normal across the Sacramento basin, and 
normal across the San Joaquin basin (Link for 6 to 10-day: HERE; Link for 8 to 14-day: HERE). 

Other resources: 
• California climate and meteorology blog by Weather West (Link: HERE).    
• Interactive, real-time meteorology updates from Ventusky (Link: HERE). 
• Weather updates from the National Weather Service Sacramento office (Link: HERE). 

 

NASA Airborne Snow Observatory  
• The last campaign of Airborne Snow Observatory (ASO) flights on the San Joaquin Basin was conducted 

August 1-3. The surveys resulted in 65,324 AF of snowpack for the entire basin. This represented a 66% 
decrease in total basin snowpack when compared to the mid-July 2019 SWE estimate of 193 TAF. 
Reclamation suspects that some of this snowpack will carry over into 2020 (perhaps 5,000 AF).  

http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/products/PLOT_ESI.pdf
http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/products/PLOT_FSI.pdf
http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/products/PLOT_TSI.pdf
http://www.cnrfc.noaa.gov/precipForecast.php?cwa=STO&day=123456&img=6&mobile=0
http://www.cnrfc.noaa.gov/precipForecast.php?cwa=HNX&imgNum=1&mobile=0
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/610day/610prcp.new.gif
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/814day/814prcp.new.gif
http://weatherwest.com/
https://www.ventusky.com/
https://www.wrh.noaa.gov/FXC/wxstory.php?wfo=sto
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• NASA has recommended using remaining funds under the Interagency Agreement to improve LIDAR 
surveys for the snow-free baseline. In September, the NASA aircraft made additional snow-free passes 
over the Bass Lake area to improve the point-density there. This will improve snowpack estimates when 
there is snow below 5,000 feet.  

• An ASO 2020 planning meeting for all participating watersheds is scheduled for October 18th. 

 

North of Delta Reservoirs / Temperature Operations 
• CVP Reservoirs are above normal with a total storage of 6,100 TAF for the second consecutive week. 

Trinity, Shasta, and Folsom are at 143%, 140%, and 149% of their 15-year average storages for this week, 
respectively. Releases from Keswick Dam (below Shasta Lake) increased to 8,500 cfs from 6,600 cfs last 
week. Releases from Nimbus Dam (below Folsom Reservoir) remained at 2,700 cfs for the third 
consecutive week.   

• Trinity, Shasta, and Folsom’s combined end-of-September total storage of 6,200 TAF allowed for 
significant carryover storage for the following water year. Average total carryover over the last 15 years 
for these three reservoirs is 4,300 TAF.  

• Reclamation’s daily CVP water supply report is available on the Reclamation website (Link: HERE). 
• Oroville storage fell from 2,200 TAF last week to 2,100 TAF, 123% of its 15-year average. Releases from 

Oroville (below Thermalito) decreased to 2,700 cfs from 7,000 cfs last week.   

Looking forward:  
CVP Allocation and Operations 

• Cold-water pool volume in Lake Shasta is well above normal and this puts Reclamation in a very 
advantageous situation for managing Sacramento River temperatures in the late summer and early fall.  
In order to benefit this year’s significantly higher winter-run salmon return (highest since 2006), 
Reclamation is operating to a temperature target of 56° F at Balls Ferry and to a target of 52.8° F on the 
Sacramento River at Clear Creek through the end of October. Reclamation’s Sacramento River 
Temperature Management Plan and NMFS’ concurrence are available on the NMFS website (Link: HERE).  
Reclamation’s northern CVP Water Temperature Report is available (Link: HERE), as is the current 
configuration for the Shasta TCD (Link: HERE). 

• Reclamation updated the allocation for CVP north-of-Delta contractors on March 15 (Link: HERE). The 
allocation is as follows: 
o Agricultural service contractors: 100% of their contract supply 
o M&I water service contractors (including American River and In-Delta): 100% of historic use 

Reservoir Inflows 

• According to California Nevada River Forecast Center river forecasts, inflows to north-of-Delta reservoirs 
are predicted to remain at relatively constant rates throughout the week, aside from a small rise on 
Thursday, in response to the forecasted small precipitation event mid-week. 

 

Delta/South of Delta Operations 
Flow values in this section are rounded to the nearest 100 cfs. 

• Controlling Factor(s) in the Delta: Fall X2 Requirement (per DWR Delta Ops report) 

https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/dayrpt.pdf
https://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov/central_valley/water_operations/
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/sactemprpt.pdf
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/ShastaTCD2019.pdf
https://www.usbr.gov/newsroom/newsrelease/detail.cfm?RecordID=65144
https://water.ca.gov/-/media/DWR-Website/Web-Pages/Programs/State-Water-Project/Operations-And-Maintenance/Files/Operations-Control-Office/Delta-Status-And-Operations/Delta-Operations-Daily-Summary.pdf
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o The Fall X2 requirement in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) 2008 Biological Opinion 
(BO) is 74 km following a Wet water year.  See the Looking Forward section below for more 
discussion of this requirement, which will now be implemented as stated in the BO. The X2 
location is 75 km.   

o The D-1641 Minimum Delta Outflow Requirement is in effect, but is not controlling. Since the 
current Sacramento Valley Water Year Type is Wet, the outflow requirement in October is 4,000 
cfs for the monthly average and 3,000 cfs for the 7-day average. This is an increase from the 
September requirements of 3,000 cfs for the monthly average and 2,000 cfs for the 7-day 
average. The requirement is being met with a monthly average flow of 14,300 cfs and 7-day 
average flow of 14,400 cfs. 

o The D-1641 minimum flow requirement at Rio Vista is identical to the Minimum Delta Outflow 
Requirement. The requirement is being met with a monthly average flow of 9,600 cfs and 7-day 
average flow of 8,300 cfs.  

o The D-1641 E/I ratio export cap of 65% is currently active but is not controlling. The ratio is 
currently at 9% (3-day average).   

o The Delta is currently in Balanced Conditions. Reclamation’s COA accounting report currently 
shows the SWP in debt to the CVP by 6,800 cfs of exports (Link: HERE). COA debt is typically 
settled up towards the end of the year, but it can also be zeroed out if storage in the major 
reservoir (Shasta or Oroville) of the project that is owed water hits its flood pool. 

• Daily Delta outflow is 12,600 cfs — down from 16,100 cfs last week.   
• Delta inflow is 15,600 cfs — down from 20,600 cfs last week. Inflow is 12,400 cfs on the Sacramento River 

at Freeport, 2,000 cfs on the San Joaquin River at Vernalis, 200 cfs from the Yolo Bypass, and 800 cfs from 
Eastside streams.   

• Jones Pumping Plant pumping increased slightly from 900 cfs last week to 1,000 cfs this week.  
• Banks Pumping Plant pumping averaged 700 cfs over the past week — down significantly from 3,600 cfs 

during the previous week. There is currently 0 cfs pumping at Banks Pumping Plant to wheel water for the 
Cross Valley Canal.   

• CVP San Luis storage is at 406 TAF — down from 448 TAF last week. This is 124% of its 15-year average.  
• SWP San Luis storage is 735 TAF — down from 783 TAF last week. Storage is at 143% of its 15-year 

average.   
• Reclamation south-of-Delta daily operations report is available (Link: HERE). 
• Delta Cross Channel gates were opened on June 21 and will remain open until further notice for summer 

operations. 

Looking forward:   
• Fall X2 requirements and operations: 

o After initially being granted a modification of the Fall X2 requirement for September and October 
to 80 km by the USFWS, Reclamation has now decided to implement the original more restrictive 
requirement of 74 km (Link: HERE).     

o Reclamation has reduced exports significantly at Jones to meet its share of the Fall X2 
requirement in October, and this will likely continue throughout October unless there is enough 
precipitation to increase Delta inflow. Export reductions are preferred in this case by the fisheries 
agencies as opposed to increased Keswick releases, in order to reduce the chances of Fall-run 
salmon establishing redds in October at higher elevations that could be dewatered later in the 
fall. 

https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/coanew.pdf
https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/sccao_snldop.pdf
https://www.sacbee.com/news/california/water-and-drought/article235698052.html
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o Reclamation’s Fall X2 operations in November will governed by its 2011 memo on Fall X2 
implementation, which sets the Delta outflow requirement in November to half of Delta inflow, 
but not less than 5,700 cfs.  The intent here is to prevent any storage increase during the month, 
and if there is a storage gain, it will be released in December.  The same operations criteria were 
used in November 2011 and November 2017, the two prior years with a Fall X2 requirement.   

o CVP exports are expected to increase in November even if conditions remain dry, though how 
much is uncertain.  This is due to the outflow requirement under Fall X2 being less restrictive in 
November than it is in October, in terms of the proportion of Delta inflow that must go to 
outflow.  

• CVP San Luis has not yet hit low point, due to decreasing exports and high refuge demands in October.  
Absent significant precipitation, low point will probably not be hit until late October or November.   

• Due to high carryover storage in CVP San Luis, the reservoir is projected to fill next spring under both wet 
and normal hydrologic conditions. Reclamation is also expecting substantial volumes of 2019 rescheduled 
water in CVP San Luis. The limit on rescheduled water will be 10% of full contract amounts, or 
approximately 180 TAF.  

• An October 3 analysis of CVP operations prepared for the San Luis and Delta-Mendota Water Authority by 
Tom Boardman with Westlands Water District is available (Link: HERE). San Luis is projected to fill by 
March with average precipitation and come within 150 TAF of filling under dry conditions. 

• ALERT: An October 9 analysis of CVP operations prepared by FWA arrived at similar conclusions, including 
a very low likelihood, and only under extremely dry conditions similar to 2015, that releases from Friant 
would be required to meet Exchange Contract requirements.  

• Reclamation updated the 2019 water supply allocation for the CVP south-of-Delta contractors on June 14 
(Link: HERE). The increase was due to May’s late-season precipitation. The updated allocation is as 
follows: 

o Agricultural water service contractors: 75% of their contract supply (increased from the 70% 
allocation issued on May 22) 

o M&I water service contractors: 100% of their historic use (increased from the 95% allocation 
issued on May 22) 

• On June 20, DWR announced an increase in the State Water Project allocation to 75%, up from the 
previous 70% allocation announced in February (Link: HERE).  

• Flow on the Sacramento River at Verona is projected to rise slightly from 10,200 cfs Wednesday to 10,700 
cfs Thursday, and then fall back to 10,100 cfs by Sunday. Flow on the San Joaquin River at Vernalis is 
projected to rise from 1,800 cfs on Wednesday to 3,300 cfs by Sunday. 
 

Friant Division Operations 
• ALERT:  Friant Water Supply Allocation for WY 2019-20 as of 10/16/19: 

o Class 1  The residual Class 1 allocation remains at 100%.  During the water year, the Class 
1 allocation has been at 100% at all times except the period from July 15 through August 23, 
when it was 95%. 

o Class 2  Unlimited Uncontrolled Season (up to Class 2 contract amount) ended July 15. A 
Limited Uncontrolled Season of 130 TAF also occurred from April 5 through April 30. A total of 
approximately 610 TAF of Uncontrolled Season Class 2 water was delivered by the end of 

http://www.sldmwa.org/OHTDocs/pdf_documents/Meetings/Board/Prepacket/AgendaItem15_Oct19_fc_SLDMWA.pdf
https://www.usbr.gov/newsroom/newsrelease/detail.cfm?RecordID=66563
https://water.ca.gov/News/News-Releases/2019/June/State-Water-Project-Allocations-Increase-to-75-Percent
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Uncontrolled Season. Residual Class 2 water (i.e. schedulable after the end of Uncontrolled 
Season and flood release) is 0% of Class 2 contract quantities. 

o Effective May 17 through July 15, Section 215 water was available to Friant Division Long-term 
contractors. A total of 23 TAF of Section 215 water was delivered through the end of 
Uncontrolled Season.  

o A total of 67 TAF of SJRRP Section 16(b) Water (also called “RWA Water”) —at a cost of $10 per 
AF—was delivered during March through May. 

• On July 11, Reclamation announced the availability of Block 1 of Tier 2 Unreleased Restoration Flows 
(URF). This block consists of 3,800 acre-feet (net at the turnouts) available to Class 2 contractors. This 
water was priced at $67.67 and was schedulable through at least August 31.  

• On May 24, Reclamation announced the availability of a fourth block of 2019 Unreleased Restoration 
Flows (URF) of 76,000 acre-feet on top of three previous blocks totaling 208,000 acre-feet (net at the 
turnouts) announced earlier. These URF were available to Class 2 contractors and were priced at $20 per 
AF, which goes directly to the SJRRP Restoration Fund. These URFs were delivered before the end of 
Uncontrolled Season. A total of 341 TAF of URF sales and exchanges was delivered through September 
17, 2019.  

• Flood management releases and Uncontrolled Season conditions ended on July 15. Millerton releases are 
currently for Restoration Flows and riparian demands. 

• Millerton Lake daily operations report (Link: HERE), CDEC information (Link: HERE), and Water Year 
accumulation plot (Link: HERE). The final runoff for the October 2017-September 2018 Water Year was 
1,348,797 AF. 

Looking forward:  
• ALERT:  Storage in Millerton was 310,097 AF on October 14. Storage decreased by about 18,800 AF 

compared to last week.   
• Inflow forecasts for Millerton are available from DWR’s Bulletin 120 (Link: HERE) and from NWS (Link: 

HERE). SCCAO and SJRRP agreed on an 50%/50% meld of DWR forecast and NWS forecast data, 
respectively, for the purpose of preparing the water supply scenarios. 

• Based on schedules provided by Friant districts, it is expected that approximately 85 TAF will be 
rescheduled into the 2020 water year. 

 

San Joaquin River Settlement Implementation 

Restoration Flow Releases 
• On May 20, Reclamation released an updated “Wet” Restoration Allocation (total Restoration Flow of 

556,542 AF above holding contract deliveries) for the 2019-20 water year, based on a 50 percent 
exceedance forecast of unimpaired inflow during the Water Year of 2,690 TAF. During the Wet 
Restoration year type, a significant portion of the allocation to support the Settlement may be met by 
flood releases, with the remainder expected to be met from reductions in water deliveries to Friant 
Contractors. This was the last Restoration Allocation for 2019. The current forecasted unimpaired runoff 
is 2,740 TAF, which would not have changed the Allocation to the river if it had been known at the time of 
the last Allocation. 

https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvo/vungvari/sccao_mildop.pdf
http://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/queryDaily?s=Mil&d=today
http://www.cnrfc.noaa.gov/ensembleProduct.php?id=FRAC1&prodID=9
https://cdec.water.ca.gov/cgi-progs/products/SJWSI.pdf
http://www.cnrfc.noaa.gov/ensembleProduct.php?id=FRAC1&prodID=6
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• The current Friant Dam release is 552 cfs, the current approved Restoration Flow schedule calls for a 
Gravelly Ford target flow of 200 cfs (195 cfs of Restoration Flows), and the target at Sack Dam is 100 cfs. 
There was approximately 70 TAF of Restoration Flows scheduled for releases as of October 15, 2019. 

Recapture/Recirculation  
• ALERT: @ Mendota Pool:  Reclamation is reporting that 9,836 AF was recaptured during the transition 

from Flood Flows to Restoration Flows during July, which was a 37 AF increase from earlier reports by 
Reclamation. All Mendota Pool Recaptured water has now been distributed as described in more detail 
below. No additional water will likely be recaptured at Mendota Pool for the remainder of the water year. 

• ALERT: @ Patterson ID:  1,926 AF was recaptured by PID in September and a total of 12-15,000 AF could 
be recaptured in the 2019-2020 water year. It is anticipated that approximately 2,170 AF will be 
recaptured in October. The September Recaptured Water was distributed to nine districts that executed a 
Repayment Agreement with Friant Water Authority. Districts that have not yet executed a Repayment 
Agreement may do so at any time and receive shares of recapture that occurs after execution of the 
Repayment Agreement. 

• ALERT: Current Recaptured Supplies in San Luis Reservoir:  Reclamation sent a notice to Friant 
Contractors on October 9 regarding 2019 Recaptured Water in SLR, including a distribution of 14,253 AF 
recaptured in April, May, and July at Mendota Pool. Table 1 on page 7 below shows the quantities of total 
recapture to date, including September recapture at PID, as well as expected recapture for the remainder 
of the water year. Table 2 on page 8 below shows the distribution of Recaptured Water through 
September to Friant Contractors. 

• ALERT:  It is anticipated that San Luis Reservoir federal share will be physically full (including planned 
Rescheduled Water) as early as mid-January under normal or wetter conditions. When that occurs, 
districts wanting to benefit from Recaptured Water at PID will need to make arrangements for 
simultaneous delivery or alternative storage since there will be no room in the San Luis Reservoir to store 
new Recaptured Water. A limited amount of advance delivery may also be allowed. Recaptured Water 
already in San Luis Reservoir when it physically fills will be safe from “spill” at least until the end of 
February 2020. 

• Distribution of Recaptured Water:  Class 1 allocation has been restored to 100%, and all future 
distribution of recaptured water will be based on Class 2 contract quantities.  
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Table 1. Monthly Actual and Projected Volumes available for recapture during March 2019 – February 2020 
for Friant Contractors in acre-feet. Recapture supplies are held in San Luis Reservoir unless otherwise 
scheduled for delivery by individual contractors. (Source: USBR e-mail to Friant Contractors, October 9, 2019, 
and Patterson Irrigation District)  

Month 
Mendota 
Pool, AF 

Lower SJR, 
AF Total 

March -    -    -    
April 917  -    917  
May 3,500 -    3,500 
June -    -    -    
July 9,836 -    9,836 
August -    942 942 
September -    1,926  1,926 
October -    2,170 2,170 
November -    2,100 2,100 
December -    2,170 2,170 
January -    2,170 2,170 
February -    2,030 2,030 
Total Actual 
through September 14,253 2,868 17,121 

Projected - 10,640 10,640 
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Table 2. Monthly Recapture Volume during March-September2019 for Friant Contractors in acre-feet. 
Recapture supplies are held in San Luis Reservoir unless otherwise scheduled for delivery by individual 
contractors. (Source: USBR e-mail to Friant Contractors, October 9, 2019) 

Contractor 

MP 
Recapture, 

AF 

Lower SJR 
Recapture, 

AF 

Cumulative 
Available 
through 

September, AF 
Arvin-Edison WSD 3,883 794 4,677 
Chowchilla WD 1,523 408 1,931 
City of Fresno - - - 
City of Lindsay - - - 
City of Orange Cove - - - 
County of Madera - - - 
Delano-Earlimart ID 709 - 709 
Exeter ID 181 - 181 
Fresno Co. WW #18 - - - 
Fresno ID 714 - 714 
Garfield WD - - - 
Gravelly Ford WD 133 - 133 
Hills Valley WD, I75r-4309E - - - 
Hills Valley WD, 14-06-200-1911E - - - 
International WD - - - 
Ivanhoe ID 5 - 5 
Kaweah Delta WCD 70 - 70 
Kern-Tulare WD 48 12 60 
Lewis Creek WD - - - 
Lindmore ID 209 - 209 
Lindsay-Strathmore ID - - - 
Lower Tule River ID 2,265 606 2,871 
Madera ID 1,770 473 2,243 
Orange Cove ID - - - 
Porterville ID 285 - 285 
Saucelito ID, I75r-2604D 312 - 312 
Saucelito ID, 14-06-200-7430E - - - 
Shafter-Wasco ID 377 101 478 
So San Joaquin MUD 428 115 543 
Stone Corral ID - - - 
Teapot Dome WD - - - 
Terra Bella ID - - - 
Tri-Valley WD - - - 
Tulare ID 1,342 359 1,701 

TOTALS 14,254 2,868 17,122 
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